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An eye in the sky!

Small … but powerful
“Nano” means small. So
a nanosatellite is a
small satellite - but that
does not mean it can’t
do amazing things.

ZACube2 is a South African nanosatellite that is used
to monitor ships in South African seas. It also checks
for veld fires so that they can be controlled in time.

How about
this... ZACube2 is
the second of
South Africa’s
nanosatellites
in space.

Found you!!
This game is called
“Finding Ships”. It is
played in pairs.
You will need:

Making the game

1

 Two pieces of A4 paper
 Pens/pencils

each player must draw two grids on their
sheet of paper, as shown in the picture.
The top grid is for you to ‘hide’ your ships.
Each of you must draw 5 ‘ships’ anywhere on
your grid by colouring in some of the blocks
(see below). The ships must all be different
sizes - 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 blocks each. only draw
them going up or across, not diagonally.

playing the game

2

Without being able to see your
opponent’s paper, take turns to
call out a block name on the grid
- for example “A3”.

3

Your
opponent
must tell
you if part
of a ship
is there or
not.
If it is not,
mark that
block with a
cross ( x ).
If there is,
colour the
block in.

What’s Happening Here?
In the game, did you find
it difficult to find your
opponent’s ships?
The ZACube2 nanosatellite
has “Automatic
Identification System” (AIS)
technology that makes it
easier to find ships.
The ships send information
to the satellite which then
sends it on to people on the
ground who are monitoring
them.
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4

Once you have
found all the
blocks that
a ship is in,
your opponent
must say, “Ship
found.” The
winner is the
person who can
find all their
opponent’s
ships first.

There is more to come…
The ZACube2 was developed right here in
South Africa at the Cape Peninsula University
of Technology (CPUT) by students and staff.

Source www.cput.ac.za

Are you wondering why these people are
wearing masks and funny coats? It is to
protect the satellite from dust which could
affect the way it works when it is up in
space. In fact, the satellite was made in
a special “clean room” which is free
from dust!

careers:
Software engineers

were involved in
designing, making and testing of the computer
programs used on the ZACube2 satellite. They
will maintain the software once it is in orbit.
Software engineers are needed wherever
computers control machines or systems.

curriculum
links

Mechanical engineers

design and
make mechanical systems. In other words they
make machines - which could include aeroplanes,
machines in industrial plants, robotics, medical
devices … and the ZACube2 satellite.

Industrial engineers: Many people,
systems and processes were involved in the
making of the ZACube2 satellite. Time and money
were spent, and knowledge, information and
equipment would also have been needed. An
industrial engineer would have looked at all these
things to make sure the satellite was made the
best it could be with the least amount of waste.

Nyamko Royi has a Masters
degree in Electrical Engineering. He
designs systems to make sure that
small satellites (like the ZACube2)
can communicate with the
operators on Earth, and that the
operators can communicate with
the satellite. Imagine knowing
that the communication system
you designed is being used in
a satellite that is in space! For
Nyameko, this is the part of the
job that he really enjoys.

 Grade 7, 8 & 9
:
Technology –
Structures
 Grade 9: Techn
ology –
Design skills
 Grade 7, 8 & 9
:
Mathematics –
Space
and Shape (Gra
phs).

puzzle your mind!!!
Use these clues to find the words in the puzzle:

1.

Across
2.	a word that means small

2.

5.	a word that describes a whole
lot of satellites that work
together

3.

6. 	the other thing that ZACube2
will monitor

4.

5.

Down
1. 	something that is put in space
that can help monitor things on
Earth

6.

3. 	automatic identification system
4. they go on the ocean
Puzzle answers:
Across:

Start your own Science Spaza
Do you want to start a science club at your school? Send us the
following information, and Science Spaza will contact you.
School: ��������������������������������������������������������
Name: ���������������������������������������������������������
Telephone number: ����������������������������������������������
Email address: ��������������������������������������������������

We want your
feedback!
Tell us what else you know
about satellites so we can
post it on our Facebook
page to inspire other
young scientists.

Postal address: ��������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������������������
Visit www.sciencespaza.org, email info@sciencespaza.org, sms or WhatsApp us
on 076 173 7130 or write to us at PO Box 22106, Mayor’s Walk, 3208.
The Department of Science
and Technology contributes
to increased well-being and
prosperity through science,
technology and innovation.
For more information visit:
www.dst.gov.za.

F’SATI is the result of a partnership between the Paris Ile-de-France
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, its Engineering School (ESIEE
Paris), the Tshwane University of Technology (TUT), the Cape Peninsula
University of Technology (CPUT) and the Université de Paris-Est
Créteil (UPEC). The Institute has become a leading centre in human
capacity development and scientific innovation. Through ASIC the
commercialisation of the Space Programme’s IP has been made possible,
building and transforming the South African satellite industry.
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